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S A L O N

FIRMA





body

spirit

soul

mind 

It is your hair care mantra,  
devised to restore harmony  
to your scalp, hair and soul. 

{
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you

Ocrys is the new hair care  
concept inspired by the principles  

and the force of nature.



ECO-friendly /

100% vegan /

sealed quality /

SLES SLS /
free

natural and green /
formulas

tailor /
made ritual

effectiveness /

 instant and /       
    progressive action    

free to be /
    mixed up    

easy and / 
    quick rinse    

green  / 
    effect    

Ocrys puts the person  
at the center of a totally  

natural research.
At the center of a holistic  

approach where respect for 
the body and the environment  

are at the heart of the  
effectiveness of the products.

100% natural ingredients 
and of vegan origin.

{
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{
}The strength and sweetness  

of Nature in a single gesture.

Ocrys contains a selected  
set of ingredients of vegetable  

and mineral origin.

Precious liquid crystal extracts are 
the genesis of an unprecedented line.

The liquid extracts of the stones 
have anti-oxidant actions, help to  
improve the general functionality 

of the skin and guarantee  
effective hair protection. 

/

Stone of trust, 
responsibility and 

generosity. It stands  
for serenity.

DOMINANT COLOUR  
GOES FROM POWDER  

PINK TO LAVENDER PINK

Rhodonite

Stone of sensuality, 
beauty and femininity.  
It stands for peace.

COLOUR GOES FROM  
SEA GREEN TO  
MUTED BLUE

Stone of confidence, 
wisdom and protection.  
It stands for balance.

DOMINANT COLOUR GOES 
FROM DEEP GREEN TO A 
MORE TRANSLUCENT HUE

Olivine

Stone of courage, will 
power and discipline.  
It stands for strength.

DOMINANT COLOUR  
GOES FROM SILVER  

GREY TO RUST

Hematite

/ 5 /  CRYSTALS

Stone of creativity  
and joyful invention.  
It stands for pure energy.

DOMINANT COLOUR  
GOES FROM RED TO  
DARK PURPLE

Zincite

Malachite



Rich in vitamin E 
for a moisturizing  

and nourishing action  
on the structure,  

IT GIVES SHINE  
AND SOFTNESS

Vetiver

Particularly appreciated 
for its moisturizing and 
antioxidant properties. 
GIVES SOF TNESS 
AND SHINE

Argan

A high concentration  
of vitamin a, has known  
ANTIOXIDANT, 
MOISTURIZING, 
NOURISHING AND 
ELASTICIZING QUALITIES 
ON THE HAIR

Camellia

It contains a very 
high percentage of 

fatty acids which 
make it extremely 

MOISTURIZING AND 
NOURISHING

Jojoba

{
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The presence of oil extracts and natural  
 of 5 plants - Camellia, Argan,  

Linen, Vetiver, Jojoba  
- allow the transfer of restructuring  

and soothing properties that nourish  
the scalp, improve shine and  
strengthen the hair structure.

The presence of surfactants of vegetable  
origin combined with plant extracts  

such as Oats, Lime and Sunflower seeds,  
allow to obtain a delicate and respectful  

 base that gives at the same time  
protection and strength.

/ 5 /  OILS

/

Rich in linoleic acid,  
it helps to regulate skin 
hydration and it has an 
ELASTICIZING ACTION

Linen

The strength and sweetness  
of Nature in a single gesture.



{
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/

/ 8 /  IDENTITIES
for infinite solutions

Represents harmony and  
extraordinary highly
noticeable results.

Deva
protection and lustre

COLOURED HAIR

Bandha
discipline and softness

STRAIGHT HAIR

Asana
control and nourishment
CURLY HAIR

Hatha
moisture, softness and strength

BLEACHED AND TREATED HAIR

Full-Body
body and volume
THIN HAIR 

Sensitive
delicate, balanced and cleansing
SENSITIVE SCALPS

Repair
reconstruction
DAMAGED AND TREATED HAIR

Deha
natural safety for the whole family

  eco 



Tune into Ocrys, get in tune
with yourself and with the  
nature that surrounds us.

{
}

/

Inspired by MINDFULNESS  
practice, Ocrys means live  

each moment and to perceive 
every sensorial element in the 
salon and at home to restore  
the harmony between scalp,  

hair and soul. 

The awareness of the here  
and now to free yourself  

from daily frenzy.



4 / 

/ 5

/ 3

2 / 

/ 1{
}

/

Draw your Ocrys  
hair care mantra  

in the salon or at home.

With Ocrys, the hairstylist  
creates a personalised affinity  
plan and builds up a haircare 
mantra for each salon guest  
in harmony with their hair  

and soul. 
 

Mixing shampoos,  
masks and conditioners you  

can have your Ocrys moment.

Refer to the  
HAIR CARE MANTRA MAP  

and discover which Ocrys  
identities fit you…

/ 8-15  MINUTES
OCRYS MINDFULNESS  

ceremonial in the HAIR SALON

After few minutes, you 
can notice that the time is 

no longer important, the 
breaths could be longer

There is not a right  
or a wrong way  
to practice Mindfulness.

You have to be self-aware, 
here and now, you have  
to live totally in the moment.

Let the sounds around you 
enter in your awareness 
sphere and let them go,  

as if they were clouds.  
Near and far sounds  

arrive and leave. Do not 
judge them, since once you 

give them definitions,

the risk is to be involved 
in stories that excite your 
left cerebral hemisphere 
(thinking one), instead  
of the right one (aware one).
The same for scents, massage 
and texture of every Ocrys 
ceremonial you are living.   

and deeper. Every practice 
develops in a different  
way since every person  
is unique.

Sit down, close your eyes 
or keep them half-closed, 
do not focus on anything.
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/

7 / 

/ 8

/ 6

5 / 

/ 4 

/ 2

3 / 

1 / 

Transform your shower  
in a mindfulness practice.

/ 4-10  MINUTES
OCRYS MINDFULNESS  

ceremonial at HOME

Wash your body in a 
different way, different 

from what you usually do. 
Change this way every 

time you take a shower. 

The shower time is not 
important. This practice 
can be done  quickly  
or slowly, it depends  
on the time you have.

Notice if your thoughts 
stop in the past or if they 
plan the future.

Listen to the water as  
it hits your body and take  
a moment to be grateful 

for the warm running 
water you have.

Bring to your mind the idea 
that you are going to clean 
yourself for the health  
of your body, mind and hair.

Leave all your electronic 
devices out of the bathroom, 
far from your attention. 

The daily shower is a 
perfect moment to practice 

awareness. Alone, quiet, 
and far from every day 

distractions, even if for a 
short time, it can be 

Get your towel ready and 
the other necessary objects,  
do all the actions carefully. 

While you take off your

a moment to observe your 
usual model of thinking.  
If you would like to develop 
or analyze the mindfulness 
practice, the shower is the 
perfect place to start. 

clothes, list in your mind 
every single garment, hang 
it or fold it very carefully. 



F R AG R A N C E

AC T I V E

Restoring definition and control 
to curly hair and avoiding  
the dreaded frizzy effect.

 

Sunflower-seed extracts,  
Jojoba Oil,  
Linseed Oil.

Its heady scent emanates  
energy and vitality.

B E N E F I T S

control and nourishment
CURLY HAIR

Asana

/ Asana Conditioner /
CURLY HAIR

250 ml / € 19,50

/ Asana Shampoo /
CURLY HAIR

250 ml / € 17,00

/ Asana Mask /
CURLY HAIR

200 ml / € 23,00

Asana helps to control unruly curls and defines their  
innate beauty.



It protects coloured hair  
and keeps it glossy. 

Sunflower-seed extracts,  
Vetiver Oil,  
Mixture of Amino-acids.

Its scent is sharp and spicy.

In ancient Sanskrit, Deva meansthat which shines, 
a divine beingor the power of nature. 

F R AG R A N C E

AC T I V E

B E N E F I T S

protection and lustre
COLOURED HAIR

Deva

/ Deva Conditioner /
COLOURED HAIR

250 ml / € 18,50

/ Deva Shampoo /
COLOURED HAIR

250 ml / € 16,50

/ Deva Mask /
COLOURED HAIR

200 ml / € 22,00



Repair is a special range which gives strength and
nourishment to fragile hair.

B E N E F I T S

AC T I V E

F R AG R A N C E

It reinforces the hair structure as 
well as repairing and restoring the 
protective barrier of the hair fibre.

Ceramide 3,  
Limnanthes Alba.

Its delicate and sweetish scent stirs 
up memories of warm summer time 
afternoons.

/ Repair Magnificent Mask /
DAMAGED AND TREATED HAIR

200 ml / € 26,00

/ Repair Rich Shampoo /
DAMAGED AND TREATED HAIR

250 ml / € 16,00

/ Repair Sublime Mist /
LEAVE IN CONDITIONER 

DAMAGED HAIR

150 ml / € 18,00

reconstruction
DAMAGED AND CHEMICALLY TREATED HAIR 

Repair



B E N E F I T S

AC T I V E

F R AG R A N C E

It cleanses and hydrates body and 
hair gently and works to protect 
the environment at the same 
time. One product for several 
different purposes means saving 
energy whilst you have a shower 
and wash your hair. A lifestyle  
in harmony with nature.

 

Linseed Oil, 
Ximenia Americana,  
Coco Glucoside.

 
Its scent strikes a perfect balance 
between the sweetness of milk  
and the earthiness of wood.

The word Deha means human being in the Sanskrit language 
and it alludes to the meaning of the cosmos on a smaller scale. 
Deha is dedicated to the whole family.

natural safety
for the whole family

eco

Deha

/ Deha Moisture /
Hair & Body

MOISTURIZER BODY AND HAIR

250 ml / € 18,00

/ Deha Cleansing /
Hair & Body

CLEANSING HAIR & BODY

250 ml / € 16,00

/ Deha CO-WASH /
Washing CONDITIONER

CLEANSING CONDITIONER 

250 ml / € 18,00



B E N E F I T S

AC T I V E

F R AG R A N C E

Gentle on the scalp, nourishing  
on the tips, it wards off any  
scalp issues.

Fig, 
Black Snakeroo, 
Nettle. 
 

 
It stirs up memories  
of a faint breeze  
at the break of day.

Sensitive encapsulates extreme sensitivity of soul  
and body. It is a range designed to give the gentlest  
wash for scalp and hair. 

delicate, balanced and cleansing
SENSITIVE SCALPS

Sensitive

/ Sensitive Shampoo /
DELICATE AND  

SENSITIVE SCLAP

250 ml / € 16,00

/ Sensitive Scalp Care /
DELICATE AND  

SENSITIVE SCLAP 

150 ml / € 28,80

/ Sensitive Conditioner /
DELICATE AND  

SENSITIVE SCLAP

250 ml / € 19,00

/ Sensitive Mask /
DELICATE AND  

SENSITIVE SCLAP

200 ml / € 26,50

/ Sensitive Purify Shampoo /
SCALP WITH DANDRUFF

250 ml / € 18,00

/ Sensitive Scalp Balance /
SCALP WITH DANDRUFF 

AND/OR SEBUM 

150 ml / € 32,80

/ Sensitive Balance Shampoo /
SCALP WITH SEBUM

250 ml / € 18,00



B E N E F I T S

AC T I V E

F R AG R A N C E

Bandha is a yoga term which means “bond” or bringing 
together. It refers to the postural body lock which  
releases both physical and mental energy. 

It helps to keep your hair 
amazingly straight. For hair which 
is already straight, or for frizzy 
hair which needs straightening, 
it possesses special active 
ingredients which are able  
to realign the hair fibres  
and keep them that way.

 

Sunflower-seed extracts, 
D-Pantheno, 
Camellia Oil.

 

Its sharp bracing scent conjures  
up images of a rainbow appearing 
on the horizon after the downpour 
ofa searingly hot August.

/ Bandha Conditioner /
STRAIGHT HAIR

250 ml / € 19,50

/ Bandha Shampoo /
STRAIGHT HAIR

250 ml / € 17,00

/ Bandha Mask /
STRAIGHT HAIR

200 ml / € 23,00

discipline and softness
STRAIGHT HAIR

Bandha



B E N E F I T S

AC T I V E

F R AG R A N C E

Limp hair acquires amazing 
body and fullness, whilst staying 
l ightweight,  lustrous  
and moisturised.  
The idealproduct for a glossy 
voluminous headof hair.

 

Extract of Lime Blossom, 
Argan oil, 
Oat extract.

Its fresh bracing scent conjures  
up the gentle caress of a sea  
breeze at the start of summer.

Full-Body is a range which endows the hair structure  
with remarkable thickness and volume.

/ Full-Body Conditioner /
THIN HAIR

250 ml / € 18,50

/ Full-Body Shampoo /
THIN HAIR

250 ml / € 16,00

/ Full-Body Leave In /
THIN HAIR

150 ml / € 18,00

body and volume
THIN HAIR

Full-Body



B E N E F I T S

AC T I V E

F R AG R A N C E

It helps to restore well-being 
to stressed hair thanks to 
a complex called OXILOCK 
PLASMA. Continuous use will 
help you achieve stunningly 
beautiful results.  
Ideal for bleached locks  
or chemically damaged hair.

 

Organic acids, 
GUAR H. C.,
Sunflower-seed extracts.

 
A mellow seductive scent which 
brings to mind the cool shade 
offered by the branches  
of a blossoming cherry tree.

The word Hatha is made up of two syllables - HA + THA. 
HA refers to the solar aspect and the qualities of the sun 
whilst THA relates to the lunar aspect and the qualities 
of the moon. For Ocrys the Hatha range is the best possible 
solution for bleached and badly damaged hair.

/ Hatha Believe Conditioner /
BLEACHED AND TREATED HAIR

250 ml / € 19,00

/ Hatha Dream Shampoo /
BLEACHED AND TREATED HAIR

250 ml / € 18,00

/ Hatha Come True /
BLEACHED AND TREATED HAIR

200 ml / € 27,00

moisture, softness and strength
BLEACHED AND TREATED HAIR

Hatha



B E N E F I T S

AC T I V E

F R AG R A N C E

Clean, nourish and protect  
hair in different situations.

UV filters,  
Cinnamon oil,  
Panthenol, 
Linseed oil.

 
Fresh and sweet at the  
same time, it refers to distant 
worlds and exotic journeys.

Jala is the line that protects and nourishes the hair  
in situations of atmospheric stress. Sun, sea, wind and cold 
can alter the structure, Jala protects and restores them with 
natural hydration.

/ Jala Mask /
STRESSED HAIR

250 ml / € 21,00

/ Jala Shampoo /
STRESSED HAIR

250 ml / € 19,00

/ Jala Leave In /
STRESSED HAIR

150 ml / € 24,00



You have little time and want  
to relax while you give  
your hair the right nutrition?  
Smart is the treatment for you.  
 
A green spirit treatment  
that responds to your lifestyle, 
quickly and effectively.

You need a real moment  
of relax.
You need a green break  
for you and your hair with  
a customized treatment that 
gives the maximum benefit.

Top Comfort is the answer 
that is right for you thanks 
to a nice cleansing of the 
skin and the use of the most 
suitable mix of products.

A customized journey,  
inspired by the principles  
of nature, tailor-made  
for each guest, ideal for 
restoring the right harmony 
between skin, hair and soul,  
after a thorough cleaning  
and taking the necessary time.

A real journey, a series  
of 4 appointments to choose 
from those proposed  
(Smart, Comfort, Top Comfort, 
Ad Hoc) to implement  
a complete plan of relaxation 
and cleansing of the hair  
and scalp over time.

An ideal meeting every  
two weeks to experience  
the immediate and progressive 
result over time..

Do you want to nourish 
your hair with a specific 
treatment and at the same 
time detoxify the skin  
in a natural way and  
with products that  
respect your body? 

Comfort is the path for you.

Smart
Specif ic shampoo + 

Mask +
Leave in  /

Top Comfort
Scalp + 

Shampoo mix + 
Mask mix + 
Leave in  /

Ad Hoc
Reset + 
Scalp + 

Shampoo mix + 
Mask mix + 
Leave in  /

Ocrys Path
4 meetings of your choice

And finall… 

€  . . . . . . . . . . . . .

€  . . . . . . . . . . . . .

€  . . . . . . . . . . . . .

€  . . . . . . . . . . . . .€  . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Comfort
Scalp + 

Specif ic shampoo +  
Mask +

Leave in  /

{
}

Everyone has its own way  
of experiencing nature,  

everyone chooses its nature.
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